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Gravitational Lensing

Abell 2218 (Draco)
Cluster of galaxies 2 billion light years away, 

background galaxies 6 billion light years away 

Strong

Weak



Direct measure of mass and geometry

A Large Scattering Experiment



Fermat’s Principle

The path a ray takes between A and B is such that the 
time taken to traverse the distance is shortest, longest 
or stationary in relation to nearby rays.

n(x) Travel time

n is refractive index



To use this: 
Calculus of variations

Travel time

Write

and replace n with

Then for nearby paths,

Integrating 
by parts, Euler equations

Fermat



Example: Constant 
refractive index

0 nxi’ So

- a straight line, hooray!

Also calculus of variations, with rays passing from 
one n to another, gives Snell’s law, 

with



Application of Snell’s Law



Application of Snell’s Law



What is causing the 
caustic?



c.f. Gravitational 
Lensing:



Why does Fermat work?
Path integral approach to quantum field theory:

where

The action can 
be written

Near tmin, S is nearly constant, so
paths add coherently to K

Far from tmin, S varies a lot from path 
to path, so paths add little to K

So most of K is from near tmin.



Fermat Penalises a 
Geometrical Time Delay

Suppose this was the ray path:

What is the “Fermat penalty” of this compared to straight path?

NB Ratio of distances
- common in lensing.



Fermat selects the 
Shortest Time

So if we want a bent path, we’ll have to make direct 
paths slower by adding a medium:

ie a lens is a machine for redistributing Fermat minima.



How do we describe paths 
with varying refractive index?

Euler:

Unit tangent vector:

Rearrange Euler:

Take dot product with t, noting

Substitute into (1):

(1)



How do we describe paths 
with varying refractive index?

We obtain

This is just where is perpendicular to ray.

The bend angle is

So Wonderful!



Application on Earth: 
Mirages

Utah



Mirages - why?

Hasselhoff should run along the 
beach to save the drowning 

swimmer



Mirages - why?
Fermat: light behaves like Hasselhoff

Refractive 
index

is function of 
temperature



Fermat in GR

In GR, the arrival time is stationary with respect to 
nearby candidate rays.

Full proof is involved (e.g. Perlick 1990)

We’ll see that geodesic equation leads to same 
results.



Approximate metric
For galaxies and clusters,

Putting this into field equations, one finds

Wave equation - if 
Then to secure the roll-over to Newton, we need

is small, then like Poisson.

so



Effective Refractive Index
ds2=0, so we can rearrange this to give

n!

So space is acting like a refractive medium with

So bend angle Very
important.

is



Geodesic equation
Ray:

Basis vectors

Tangent vector

This is parallel transported along ray, so 

And we can rewrite this as Nice form.



A potentially misleading diagram:

This is OK as long as it’s understood that the light 
rays are not locally straight in this bent 3-space; time 

distortion also needs to be taken into account.



Modified Gravity
Important class: two perturbations:

As before we set this =0, then

so bend angle

i.e. lensing responds to the combination .



Lens geometry

Small angles: so

Lens
equation



raytracing example

Note that bend angle varies from place to place
- i.e. gradient of angle gives distortions



lensing potential

Gravitational potential
well in 3D

Lensing potential
in 2D

We’ll find it very useful to squash (project) the 
gravitational potential into 2D on the sky.



Lensing potential

How do we do this?

Recall and

Then

Chosen for cleanness
in a moment!

Derivative on the sky



Guess what we’ve just 
done?

But this is Fermat!

We wrote down the lens equation

and we’ve just said

So we can rewrite as

i.e.

Geometric
delay

Refractive
medium



Surface Mass Density

We’ll also find it very useful to squash (project) the 
density into 2D on the sky.

Density
in 3D

Surface density
in 2D



Surface Density
How do we do this?

Then

Let’s also introduce a quantity 
containing all the constants and 

distance ratios:

and we find - a 2D Poisson!



Near-observable: 
Magnification

Interesting: lensing conserves surface 
brightness

(Why? Because 
is conserved

along rays in GR, and almost all
from cosmological redshift)

Call ratio of lensed to unlensed luminosity, the 
magnification

So since I is conserved, magnification is the ratio of 
lensed to unlensed area of image.



Near-observable: 
Magnification

e.g. Unlensed

1

Total=1

Lensed

1

Total=4

1

1 1

Magnification=4, which is ratio of areas



Jacobian

To go further, it will help to describe 
the lensing with the Jacobian matrix

i.e. how a position in the image plane maps to a 
position in the source plane.

The lens equation says

so



Convergence

So let’s call

This includes the term

the convergence.

The convergence is proportional to the projected density.

Then the mapping is just

which is an expansion / contraction.
The convergence sets the amount of isotropic expansion 

of the image.

which we found



Strong gravitational 
lensing



Geometry



Fermat potential



Surface density for 
lens
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Finding special loci
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What science can we do? 
1) Cosmic Telescope



What science can we do? 
2) Dark Matter distribution

Tyson et al. 1998



What science can we do? 
3) Dark energy



What science can we do? 
4) Hubble Constant

Tewes et al 2013



Summary

Strong lensing allows us to:

magnify distant galaxies;

learn the detailed dark matter distribution in a 
lens;

learn about dark energy and expansion rate 
through angular diameter distances.


